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QUESTION 1

A developer created a lightning component name accountList.cmp that display a list of Accounts. Client-side logic that is
executed when a user hovers over an account in the list should be stored in which bundle member? 

A. AccountListHelper.js 

B. AccountListRenderer.js 

C. AccountList.renderer 

D. AccountList.helper 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The account object has a custom percent field, rating, defined with a length of 2 with 0 decimal places. An account
record has the value of 50% in its rating field and is processed in the apex code below after being retrieved from the
database with SOQL public void processaccount(){ decimal acctscore = acc.rating__c * 100; } 

What is the value of acctscore after this code executes? 

A. 5 

B. 50 

C. 500 

D. 5000 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What are three characteristics of static methods? (Choose three.) 

A. Initialized only when a class is loaded 

B. A static variable outside of the scope of an Apex transaction 

C. Allowed only in outer classes 

D. Allowed only in inner classes 

E. Excluded from the view state for a Visualforce page 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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QUESTION 4

An Account trigger updates all related Contacts and Cases each time an Account is saved using the 

following two DML statements: 

update allContacts; update allCases; 

What is the result if the Case update exceeds the governor limit for maximum number of DML records? 

A. The Account save succeeds, Contacts are updated, but Cases are not. 

B. The Account save fails and no Contacts or Cases are updated 

C. The Account save is retried using a smaller trigger batch size. 

D. The Account save succeeds and no Contacts or Cases are updated 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer created a Visualforce page and a custom controller with methods to handle different buttons and events
that can occur on the page. 

What should the developer do to deploy to production? 

A. Create a test class that provides coverage of the Visualforce page. 

B. Create a test page that provides coverage of the Visualforce page. 

C. Create a test page that provides coverage of the custom controller. 

D. Create a test class that provides coverage of the custom controller. 

Correct Answer: D 
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